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ABSTRACT Data clustering, which aims to divide the given samples into several different groups, has
drawn much attention in recent years. As a powerful tool, non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) has been
applied successfully in clustering tasks. However, there are still two main limitations. First, the original
NMF treats equally both noisy and clean data, which leads to high sensitivity to noises and outliers. Second,
the performance of graph-based NMFs highly depends on the input graph, that is, if a low-quality graph is
constructed to regularize NMF, the clustering results will be bad. To address the above-mentioned problems,
we propose a novel robust adaptive graph regularized non-negative matrix factorization (RAGNMF) for data
clustering. To be specific, we develop a robust weighted NMF (RWNMF) that can assign small weights to
noises and outliers and large weights to clean data. Thus, the robustness of NMF is improved. Moreover,
in the process of matrix factorization, metric learning is combined to choose some discriminative features
and compute more appropriate distances of samples. Then, an adaptive graph is learned to well regularize
the NMF. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed RAGNMF can achieve better clustering
performance then most of the state-of-the-art methods.

INDEX TERMS Non-negative matrix factorization, data clustering, graph learning, robustness.

I. INTRODUCTION
Clustering is one of the most important tasks in the fields
of data mining and machine learning [1], [2]. For the given
data, the goal of clustering is to partition them into multiple
different groups. In the past decades, plenty of clustering
methods have been proposed, such as k-means [3], spectral
clustering [4], support vector clustering [5], non-negative
matrix factorization (NMF) [6]–[9]. Because of the powerful
ability for clustering, NMF has been studied extensively for
many years. NMF is proposed originally in the influential
work [6]. Different from most matrix factorization methods,
NMF guarantees the non-negativity on the resulting matrices.
Therefore, NMF can acquire a parts-based representation
because only additive (not subtractive) operation is allowed.
Due to the advantage, NMF has been successfully applied
in most fields, e.g., document clustering [10], face recogni-
tion [11], hyperspectral unmixing [12].

Although NMF can achieve some promising performance
in many fields, it still suffers from two main problems.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Walter Didimo.

First, the standard NMF is very sensitive to noises and
outliers. Because NMF adopts the squared error function
(i.e., Frobenius norm) to define the objective function, only
a few outliers can dominate the whole loss and lead to bad
factorization results. To improve the robustness, some robust
NMF models have been developed. Hamza and Brady [13]
proposed L1+L2 function tomeasure the loss of NMF. But the
solving algorithm is very time-consuming. Kong et al. [14]
presented the robust `2,1-NMF, which used `2,1 norm instead
of Frobenius norm to measure the loss. Because of removing
the square operation of each reconstruction error, `2,1-NMF
decreases successfully the sensitivity to noises and outliers.
Moreover, Li et al. [15] proposed to employ `2,0.5 norm
to minimize the loss. The robustness of NMF are further
improved. However, the above `2,0.5-NMF and widely used
`2,1-NMF are still influenced by some large outliers and
produce poor reconstruction results.

The second problem is that the original NMF only
focuses on the global data structures and ignore the local
relationship [16], [17] between neighboring samples. This
strongly limits the ability of clustering. Afterwards, many
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graph regularized NMF methods [18]–[20] are developed to
exploit both global and local data structures. GNMF [21],
RMNMF [22] and HNMF [23] are several typical works of
graph based NMF by incorporating graph Laplacian. How-
ever, they do not take full advantage of the intrinsic geomet-
rical structures of the given data. Graph based NMFs first
build a similarity graph [24], and then performs matrix fac-
torization. So the performance of NMF is closely connected
with the input graph. Besides, NMFAN [25] proposed to
incorporate adaptive neighbors into NMF and achieved better
clustering results. But all the above algorithms construct the
similarity graph by the ordinary Euclidean distances between
samples. If the feature space contains some noisy and irrele-
vant features [26], the Euclidean distance metric will be not
accurate enough. Thus, the graph is also not appropriate to
regularize NMF.

To better cope with the above limitations, we propose a
robust weighted NMF (RWNMF) and a robust adaptive graph
regularized NMF (RAGNMF). The main contributions of the
paper are summarized as follows.

1) Some necessary weights are incorporated into NMF
to significantly improve the robustness of NMF. The
proposed RWNMF treats each data sample differently,
and can automatically assign large weights for clean
samples and small weights for noisy samples and out-
liers. Therefore, noises and outliers only have little
influence to the reconstruction results.

2) The graph learning is integrated into NMF. Euclidean
distances are not accurate enough to measure the real
distances of data with noisy and irrelevant features.
So we learn a metric matrix to compute the new dis-
tances by unsupervised metric learning. Thus an adap-
tive graph is learned by the new distances to better
regularize NMF.

3) A uniform framework is developed to perform fea-
ture selection, adaptive graph construction and matrix
factorization simultaneously. In the iterative process
of the proposed RAGNMF, some discriminative fea-
tures are selected to compute the more appropriate dis-
tances, which are used to learn adaptive graph. Finally,
the robust weight NMF is carried out with the adaptive
graph.

II. ROBUST WEIGHTED NMF
Let X = [X1,X2, ...,Xn] ∈ Rm×n be the given non-negative
data matrix, and each column of X (i.e., Xi) represents a data
sample. n and m are the number of samples and features,
respectively. NMF aims to reconstruct the given data X by
two non-negative matrices U ∈ Rm×k and V ∈ Rn×k . U
and V are also named as basis matrix and encoding matrix,
respectively. The original NMF proposes to employ Frobe-
nius norm to minimize the reconstruction errors, and it aims
to solve the following problem

min
U≥0,V≥0

‖X − UV T
‖
2
F =

n∑
i=1

‖(X − UV T )i‖22. (1)

However, the original NMF (1) is very sensitive to noises
and outliers because it uses the squared error function to
measure the loss. This leads to that only a few outliers with
large errors will dominate easily the objective function. After-
wards, Kong et al. [14] presented `2,1-NMF to enhance the
robustness of NMF. It removes the square operation of recon-
struction errors by utilizing `2,1 norm to replaces Frobenius
norm. The robust `2,1-NMF is formulated as

min
U≥0,V≥0

‖X − UV T
‖2,1 =

n∑
i=1

‖(X − UV T )i‖2. (2)

However, when the given data contain some large noises
or outliers, `2,1-NMF is still influenced and obtains poor
reconstruction results. Only removing the square operation
of the standard NMF (1) is not enough to avoid the negative
effects from outliers.

We can analyze the sensitivity of the original NMF (1)
from another perspective. The total loss is the sum of all
individual reconstruction loss, and each sample is treated
equally. But the given dataX usually has some noises [27] and
outliers. It is more appropriate to incorporate some necessary
weights to measure the importance for each sample. In other
words, the robust NMF is supposed to treat each sample
with different confidence. We can naturally implement the
idea by minimizing the weighted sum of each reconstruction
error ‖(X −UV T )i‖22. Thus, we propose the following robust
weighted NMF (RWNMF) model

min
U ,V ,W

∑
i

Wi ∗ ‖(X − UV T )i‖22 + α‖W‖
2
F

⇐⇒ min
U ,V ,W

Tr(X − UV T )W (X − UV T )T + α‖W‖2F ,

s.t. U ≥ 0, V ≥ 0, Wi ≥ 0,
n∑
i=1

Wi = C1,

(3)

where C1 is a positive constant, and α is a regularization
parameter to balance the weight distribution.W is a diagonal
weight matrix with diagonal elementWi, which represents the
weight of the i-th sample. Specifically, if removing the second
regularization term or setting α as 0, we will obtain the trivial
solution, i.e., only one weight is assigned to C1 and other
weights are 0. On the contrary, if α→∞, all weights will be
assigned to the same values, and then RWNMF is equivalent
to the original NMF.

III. ROBUST ADAPTIVE GRAPH REGULARIZED NMF
One important property is that NMF has non-negative con-
straints on U and V . This helps NMF to obtain a parts-based
representation [21] of the given data X . So NMF can provide
a superior physiological and psychological interpretation for
non-negative data, including documents, face images and
etc. However, by observing (1) we can get that NMF only
focuses on the global data structures of X and ignores the
local relationship between data. So many graph based NMF
models have been developed to further capture the local
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geometrical structures. Among these methods, GNMF [21]
is a well-known effective method, which incorporates graph
Laplacian into NMF to exploit the data correlation of neigh-
boring samples. To be specific, the objective function of
GNMF can be seen as follows

min
U≥0,V≥0

‖X − UV T
‖
2
F + λTr(V

TLSV ), (4)

where LS = DS − S is called graph Laplacian. S is data
similaritymatrix, andDS is degreematrix, which is a diagonal
matrix with Di =

∑n
j Sij as the diagonal element. The local

data structures are integrated by the added second term, which
enforces that the new representation of data samples will also
be close to each other if the samples are close in the original
geometrical space.

However, many graph regularized NMFs do not build a
discriminative graph to capture the intrinsic data structures.
On one hand, most graph construction methods need to
compute the distances between all pairs of data samples.
The graph will be low-quality if the computed distances are
not accurate enough. On the other hand, once the graph is
constructed, it will keep fixed in the subsequent steps. So the
clustering performance of NMF will be limited if the input
graph is not optimal. Therefore, it is very necessary to build
a high-quality graph [28].

In most cases, similarity matrix S is computed by the
following Gaussian kernel function

Si,j = e−
‖Xi−Xj‖

2
2

2σ2 = e−
(Xi−Xj)

T (Xi−Xj)

2σ2 , (5)

where Sij stands for the similarity between i-th and j-th sam-
ples, and σ is Gaussian kernel parameter to control the values
of similarity. However, the traditional Euclidean distance is
not appropriate to measure the real distances between sam-
ples because the original feature space usually contains some
noisy and irrelevant features. Naturally, some discriminative
features should have higher weights to compute the distances.
Therefore, it is desirable to learn a new metric matrix M to
obtain more accurate distances. By incorporating matrix M ,
the new distances are computed by

‖Xi − Xj‖2M = (Xi − Xj)TM (Xi − Xj), (6)

where M is a diagonal matrix for simplification. In fact,
the above distance metric (6) is weighted Euclidean distance.
The more appropriate similarity can be obtained by replacing
‖Xi − Xj‖22 with (6).
In the reconstruction problem of NMF, we incorporate

the metric matrix M to reconstruct the given data matrix
X . Therefore, by integrating M into GNMF (4), we get the
following adaptive graph regularized NMF model

min
U ,V ,M

Tr(X − UV T )TM (X − UV T )

+ λTr(V TLSV )+ β‖M‖2F ,

s.t. U ≥ 0, V ≥ 0, Mi ≥ 0,
m∑
i=1

Mi = C2, (7)

where C2 is another positive constant, and β is a regulariza-
tion parameter. The third term can bring the same benefit as
α‖W‖2F in problem (3).Mi is the i-th diagonal element ofM .
Note that when β → ∞, model (7) is equivalent to GNMF.
Actually, model (7) can be viewed as an unsupervised metric
learning [29] method to learn the metric matrix M . Besides,
it is also a feature selection [30] method because the learned
M can measure the importance of each feature and select the
discriminative features. By combining the robust weighted
NMF (3), we propose the following robust adaptive graph
regularized NMF (RAGNMF) model

min
U ,V ,W ,M

Tr[M (X − UV T )W (X − UV T )T ]

+λTr(V TLSV )+ α‖W‖2F + β‖M‖
2
F ,

s.t. U ≥ 0, V ≥ 0, Wi ≥ 0, Mi ≥ 0,
n∑
i=1

Wi = C1,

m∑
i=1

Mi = C2,

Si,j = e−
‖Xi−Xj‖

2
M

2σ2 = e−
(Xi−Xj)

T M (Xi−Xj)

2σ2 . (8)

Note that when α → ∞ and β → ∞, the proposed
RAGNMF is equivalent to GNMF. Moreover, the solution
of the proposed RAGNMF is uncertain like GNMF [21].
Suppose thatU and V are the optimal solutions of RAGNMF,
and then for any positive diagonal matrix 3, U3 and V3−1

will have the same value in the first term of RAGNMF (8).
To eliminate the uncertainty, we also adopt the same strategy
(Euclidean length of each column in U is set to 1, and V
is accordingly adjusted so that UV T does not change) as
GNMF [21].

IV. OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we will derive an efficient optimization algo-
rithm to solve the proposed RAGNMF (8). Because RWNMF
is a special case of RAGNMF, it also can be solved effec-
tively. To be specific, the proposed objective function (8)
with four variables is solved by alternative updating strat-
egy, i.e., when the problem is optimized with respect to
one variable, the other variables are fixed, and then repeat
the procedure until converge. The detailed iterative updating
method is shown as follows.

Update U and V : fix W and M , and then U , V can be
solved as follows

min
U≥0,V≥0

Tr[M (X − UV T )W (X − UV T )T ]

+ λTr(V TLSV ). (9)

Let Aik and Bjk be the Lagrange multipliers for Uik and Vjk
respectively. So the Lagrangian function can be obtained as

min
U≥0,V≥0

Tr[M (X − UV T )W (X − UV T )T ]

+Tr(AUT )+ Tr(BV T )

+λTr(V TLSV ). (10)
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Thenwe can get the following equations bymaking the partial
derivatives of the above problem (10) to 0

2MUV TWV − 2MXWV + A = 0, (11)

2WVUTMU + 2λLSV − 2WXTMU + B = 0. (12)

According to KKT conditions [31], we have

(MUV TWV )irUir − (MXWV )irUir = 0, (13)

(WVUTMU + λLSV )jrVjr − (WXTMU )jrVjr = 0. (14)

The above equations produce the following updating rules

Uir ← Uir
(MXWV )ir

(MUV TWV )ir
, (15)

Vjr ← Vjr
(WXTMU )jr

(WVUTMU + λLSV )jr
. (16)

UpdateW : fix U , V and M , and then W can be solved as
follows

min
W

Tr[EMW ]+ α‖W‖2F

s.t. Wi ≥ 0,
n∑
i=1

Wi = C1, (17)

where EM = (X − UV T )TM (X − UV T ). The above prob-
lem (17) can be converted to

min
W

n∑
i=1

(Wi +
1
2α

EMi )2,

s.t. Wi ≥ 0,
n∑
i=1

Wi = C1, (18)

where EMi is the diagonal element of EM . The problem (18)
is a quadratic programming (QP) problem, and has a closed
form solution via the iterative algorithm [32].

UpdateM : fix U , V and W , and then M can be solved as
follows

min
M

Tr[EWM ]+ β‖M‖2F ,

s.t. Mi ≥ 0,
m∑
i=1

Mi = C2, (19)

where EW = (X − UV T )W (X − UV T )T . The above prob-
lem (19) is similar to the problem (17) of updating W , and
also can be solved by the iterative algorithm [32].

Finally, we summarize the detailed optimization steps of
the proposed RWNMF and RAGNMF in Algorithm 1 and 2
respectively.

V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to verify the
effectiveness of the proposed RWNMF and RAGNMF. Some
synthetic data is firstly generated to prove the robustness
of RWNMF, and then eight benchmark datasets are used to
justify the clustering performance of RAGNMF. Note that
in the following experiments, we set C1 as n, the number of
samples of X , and set C2 as m, the number of features of X .

Algorithm 1 Robust Weighted NMF (RWNMF)
Input: Non-negative data X , the number of clusters k .
Parameter: Regularization parameter α.
Output: Basis matrix U , encoding matrix V , the learned

weighted matrix W .
Initialize: weighted matrix W is set as identity matrix

initially.
While not converged do
1) Update U according to Uir ← Uir

(XWV )ir
(UV TWV )ir

.

2) Update V according to Vjr ← Vjr
(WXTU )jr
(WVUTU )jr

.
3) Update W by solving (18) (matrix M is set as identity

matrix).
End while

Algorithm 2 Robust Adaptive Graph Regularized NMF
(RAGNMF)
Input: Non-negative data X , the number of clusters k ,

the input graph S.
Parameter: Regularization parameters λ, α, β.
Output: Basis matrix U , encoding matrix V , the learned

weighted matrix W and metric matrix M .
Initialize: weighted matrix W and metric matrix M are set
as identity matrix initially.
While not converged do
1) Update graph similarity matrix S according to (5), (6).
2) Update U according to (15).
3) Update V according to (16).
4) Update W by solving (18).
5) Update M by solving (19).

End while

A. ROBUSTNESS OF RWNMF
1) EXPERIMENTS ON SYNTHETIC DATA
For verifying the robustness of the proposed RWNMF,
some state-of-the-art robust NMF methods are considered
as comparison algorithms. They are listed as follows in
detail.

1) the original NMF [33]: using Frobenius norm to
measure the reconstruction errors.

2) `2,1-NMF [14]: using `2,1 norm to measure the recon-
struction errors.

3) `2,0.5-NMF [15]: using `2,0.5 norm to measure the
reconstruction errors.

4) the proposed RWNMF: using weighted Frobenius
norm to measure the reconstruction errors.

Some two-dimensional synthetic data points are used to
validate the robustness of the proposed RWNMF. As shown
in Fig. 1, 20 2-D points are generated in red, and obviously
the top 6 points are outliers. After running the proposed
RWNMF and other comparison methods (k is set as 1),
we draw the reconstructed 1-D points of the original 2-D
data. These reconstruction points of different algorithms have
different shapes and colors. It is easy to observe from Fig. 1
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FIGURE 1. Reconstruction results of four methods on synthetic data.

TABLE 1. Weights of 6 outliers for all methods.

that the robustness is ‘‘NMF < `2,1-NMF < `2,0.5-NMF
< RWNMF’’. Specifically, the reconstruction points of the
standard NMF strongly deviate the normal 2-D data, which
indicates that the original NMF is strongly influenced by
the top 6 outliers. The reason is that NMF uses the square
of errors to minimize the loss, which leads to that only a
few outliers or noises can easily dominate the loss function.
Moreover, `2,1-NMF removes the square operation of recon-
struction errors by considering `2,1 norm instead of Frobe-
nius norm to define the objective function. So `2,1-NMF has
better robustness than the original NMF. `2,0.5-NMF further
improves the robustness of NMF by replacing the square
operation with square root operation, which decreases the
adverse effects of noises and outliers.

However, the above robust NMF models, `2,1-NMF and
`2,0.5-NMF, can still not avoid the negative influence of
noises and outliers. Obviously, the black triangle points
in Fig. 1 accurately reconstruct the given 2-D points and
are not influenced by the 6 outliers. Therefore, the proposed
RWNMF is the most robust method of all comparison algo-
rithms. This is because the proposed RWNMF can automat-
ically find the outliers and set their weights as almost 0.
Besides, The fact is also proven by Table 1, which shows
the weight values of six outliers. It can be observed that
all weights of the original NMF are 1, because NMF treats
equally all data points. The weights of `2,1-NMF, `2,0.5-NMF
and the proposed RWNMF are lower than that of the original
NMF. So their robustness is better than NMF. Furthermore,
the proposed RWNMF has the smallest weights of six outliers
(close to 0). Therefore, RWNMF can prevent the reconstruc-
tion results from being influenced by noises and outliers and
acquire the best robustness.

FIGURE 2. Some noisy face images of ORL dataset. The upper face
images is polluted by 4 × 4 block noises, and the lower face images is
polluted by 8 × 8 block noises.

Note that in the experimental results Fig. 1 and Table 1,
the value of parameter α is 50. The similar robust results can
be obtained when α changes from 20 to 300. If the value
of α is too small or too large, the performance of RWNMF
will be bad. For instance, when α = 1, the last 16 points
are considered as outliers and have the weights of 0. When
α = 1000, all points have almost the same weights of 1 and
the reconstruction results are influenced by outliers like the
original NMF.

2) EXPERIMENTS ON REAL-WORLD DATA
To further verify the robustness and effectiveness of the pro-
posed RWNMF, we also use real-world data to carry out some
experiments. A face recognition dataset ORL is employed to
perform the experiments. The detailed descriptions of ORL
are in section V-B.2. We resize all images to 23 × 28 and
randomly add some noises to four images of each individual.
All noises are square blocks with different sizes. As shown
in Fig. 2, it exhibits some noisy face images of ORL dataset.
Some block noises cover the key face parts, e.g., eyes, noses,
and mouths.

In the following experiments, the sizes of block noises
are set as 2 × 2, 4 × 4, 6 × 6, and 8 × 8. Using ACC
and NMI (their detailed descriptions are in section V-B.1) as
the evaluation metrics, the clustering results are reported in
Table 2. Note that the value of α is set as 10. It is similar
to the experiments on synthetic data that α can not be too
small or too large. It can be seen easily from Table 2 that
our proposed RWNMF can always obtain the best clustering
results in the ORL dataset with noises of different sizes.
The fact suggests that the proposed RWNMF has the best
robustness than the original NMF, and two other improved
NMFs. Moreover, another interesting thing is that when
the sizes of noises are small (e.g., 2 × 2), ACC of the
proposed RWNMF only improves less than 1% comparing
with the original NMF. When the added noises have the
larger sizes (e.g., 8 × 8), ACC of the proposed RWNMF
improves more than 4%. This indicates that the proposed
RWNMF can effectively decrease the negative influence
of large noises and improve the robustness of the original
NMF.
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TABLE 2. Experimental results of ORL face dataset with some noises of
different sizes.

B. CLUSTERING PERFORMANCE OF RAGNMF
1) EVALUATION METRICS
In the subsection, two commonly used evaluation indexes of
measuring the clustering performance are introduced. They
are given as below in detail.

Clustering Accuracy (ACC) finds the one-to-one rela-
tionship between true classes and clustering results, and
obtains the data samples that each cluster has from the cor-
responding class. The detailed definition can been seen as
follows

ACC =

∑n
i=1 δ(map(ri), li)

n
, (20)

where ri represents the clustering result of xi, and li stands
for the true label of data xi. n is the number of the whole
samples. map(ri) denotes the optimal map function, and
it can acquire a permutation to best match the clustering
labels with the true labels. Besides, δ(a, b) represents the
delta function which equals 1 if a = b, and equals 0
otherwise [14], [22].

Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) is another
widely used quantitative metric to measure the quality of
clustering. To be specific, it is defined as follows.

NMI =

∑c
i=1

∑c
j=1 ni,jlog

ni,j
nin̂j√

(
∑c

i=1 nilog
ni
n )(

∑c
j=1 n̂jlog

n̂j
n )
, (21)

where c represents the number of classes, ni denotes the
number of data belonging to the cluster Ci(1 ≤ i ≤ c), n̂j
is the number of data included in the class Lj(1 ≤ j ≤ c), and
ni,j stands for the number of overlapped data between class
Lj and cluster Ci [14], [22].

2) DATASET DESCRIPTIONS
We perform the data clustering experiments on eight pub-
lic available datasets, which include four image datasets
(ORL, Yale, USPS, and JAFFE), and four non-image datasets
(Iris, Ecoli, Vote, and Control) from UCI Machine Learn-
ing Repository [34]. Among the image datasets, ORL, Yale,
JAFFE are face datasets, and USPS is handwritten digit
dataset. The detailed statistics of the above eight datasets are
summarized in Table 3.

TABLE 3. Descriptions of eight datasets.

3) COMPARISON METHODS
To prove the effectiveness of the proposed RAGNMF for
clustering, we employ other eight clustering methods as the
comparison algorithms, which are

1) k-means [35]: the widely used clustering algorithm.
2) NMF [33]: the standard NMF using Frobenius norm to

define the loss function.
3) `2,1-NMF [14]: a robust NMF model using `2,1 norm

to define the loss function.
4) `2,0.5-NMF [15]: another robust NMF model using

`2,0.5 norm to define the loss function.
5) RWNMF: the proposed robust NMF model using

adaptive weights to define the loss function.
6) GNMF [21]: the classical graph-based NMF combin-

ing the local data structures with NMF.
7) RMNMF [22]: an improved graph-based NMF which

further employs `2,1 norm to improve the robustness.
8) NMFAN [25]: another improved graph-based NMF

which uses adaptive neighbors to better explore man-
ifold structures.

4) EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
For all eight datasets, their values are normalized to [0,1]
firstly. For GNMF and RMNMF, the Gaussian kernel param-
eter σ of graph Laplacian is selected in the range of {0.1, 0.2,
0.5, 0.8, 1, 1.5, 2, 4}. For GNMF, RMNMF and NMFAN,
we set the regularization parameters by searching the grid
{0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100}. For k-means, NMF, `2,1-NMF
and `2,0.5-NMF, no parameters need to be tuned.

For the proposed RAGNMF, the Gaussian kernel param-
eter σ is set as the same value of GNMF. Parameter λ is
selected by searching from {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100}, and
parameters α and β are set by searching the grid {1, 5, 10, 20,
50, 100}.

Because one or more parameters of some comparing algo-
rithms need to be tuned, we run all methods with differ-
ent parameter settings and report the best clustering results.
Besides, we set k as the true label number of all datasets for
each method. Note that k-means is used as post-processing
method for NMF, `2,1-NMF, `2,0.5-NMF, GNMF, NMFAN,
and the proposed RWNMF, RAGNMF to obtain the final
clustering results. The detailed clustering steps are as follows.
For the above NMF-based methods, they all can obtain an
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TABLE 4. Experimental results measured by ACC of nine clustering methods.

TABLE 5. Experimental results measured by NMI of nine clustering methods.

encoding matrix V ∈ Rn×k . Considering each row of V as a
new representation of each data sample, we use k-means to
get the clustering results like [14], [21], [25]. Furthermore,
we repeat all algorithms ten times and show the average
clustering results.

5) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES
After carrying out each method under their best parameter
setups, we report the experimental results of eight datasets
in Table 4 and 5. They are shown by the above aforementioned
evaluation metrics ACC and NMI. By observing carefully the
clustering results in Table 4 and 5, we have the following
detailed experimental analyses.

1) These graph based NMF methods (GNMF, RMNMF,
NMFAN and the proposed RAGNMF) achieve the
better clustering performance than k-means and the
original NMF in most datasets. This is because graph
based NMFs utilize similarity graph to exploit the local
geometrical structures of the given data. Thus global
and local structures are jointly learned for NMF to
improve significantly the clustering performance.

2) The clustering results of `2,1-NMF, `2,0.5-NMF,
RMNMF, and the proposed RWNMF, RAGNMF are
better than the standard NMF. Among these algorithms,
`2,1-NMF and RMNMF use `2,1 norm to improve the
robustness of NMF, while the proposed RWNMF and
RAGNMF employ the weighted Frobenius norm to
decrease the sensitivity to noises and outliers. This sug-
gests that robust NMF can improve the clustering per-
formance of NMF. Besides, we find that the proposed
RWNMF outperforms `2,1-NMF and `2,0.5-NMF by
further observation. The main reason is that RWNMF
can avoid the adverse influence of large noises and
outliers.

3) It can be clearly observed that NMFAN and the pro-
posed RAGNMF show some improvement compared
to other graph regularized NMFs, i,e., GNMF and
RMNMF. Although all the above four methods employ
the graph Laplacian to explore the local data structures,
GNMF and RMNMF only use the input graph, which is
fixed in the whole process of matrix factorization. The
initial graph may be not appropriate enough to regular-
ize NMF and will restrict the clustering performance of
NMF. Different from GNMF and RMNMF, NMFAN
and the proposed RAGNMF learn an adaptive graph to
well regularize NMF and achieve the better clustering
results.

4) One can be noticed that the proposed RAGNMF
achieves the best clustering results in all eight datasets.
The fact suggests that the proposed RAGNMF can
bring respectable improvement for NMF and is a supe-
rior clustering method. The main advantages are sum-
marized as follows. First, the proposed RAGNMF is a
robust NMF because the large noises and outliers have
very small weights to dominate the whole loss. Second,
the proposed RAGNMF also performs graph learning
and uses an adaptive graph to exploit the local nonlinear
information. Thus both global and local geometrical
structures are fully exploited and utilized.

6) PARAMETER TUNING
In the subsection, we will show the clustering accuracy of
the proposed RAGNMF under different parameter settings.
Three important parameters (i.e., λ, α and β) need to be
tuned for the proposed RAGNMF. Specifically, λ, α and
β balance graph learning term, adaptive weights term and
metric learning term respectively. When tuning the parameter
λ, we set other parameters as their optimal values. The same
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FIGURE 3. ACC of the proposed RAGNMF with respect to the parameter λ in eight datasets.

FIGURE 4. ACC of the proposed RAGNMF with respect to the parameters α and β in eight datasets.

setting is also for parameters α and β. Fig. 3 displays the
ACC of RAGNMF when λ changes from {0.001, 0.01, 0.1,
1, 10, 100}. It is easy to see that the proposed RAGNMF is
relatively stable to λ. As shown in Fig. 4, it exhibits the ACC
of RAGNMF with respect to the parameters α and β in eight
datasets. The proposed RAGNMF has poor performance only
when the values of α and β are too large (i.e., Iris dataset) or
too small (i.e., Control dataset). In a word, RAGNMF is only
a little sensitive to α and β.

7) CONVERGENCE ANALYSES
Here we will make some convergence analyses of the
proposed RAGNMF. The optimization process of solving
RAGNMF is by updating four variables iteratively.

When updating U and V , the convergence is guaranteed by
GNMF [21] and the subproblem has nonincreasing objective
values. When updating W and M , Huang et al. [32] have
proven that the global minimum solution can be obtained.
Therefore, the proposed RAGNMF has nonincreasing objec-
tive values and converges to local optimal solution. Besides,
some experiments are performed to verify the convergence of
RAGNMF. As shown in Fig. 5, the proposed RAGNMF has
good convergence performance in all eight datasets.

8) TIME COMPLEXITY
In this subsection, some experiments are conducted to
validate the efficiency of RAGNMF. All experiments are
performed in MATLAB R2015a in a Windows 7 machine
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FIGURE 5. Convergence curves of the proposed RAGNMF in eight datasets.

TABLE 6. Comparison of running time in JAFFE dataset.

with Intel Core i7-3770 3.40 GHz CPU and 32-GB RAM.
JAFFE dataset is chosen as the experimental data. As shown
in Table 6, it shows the clustering results and running
times for all methods. From the table, we can observe that
1) k-means is the fastest method but it has the worst clus-
tering results. 2) NMF, `2,1-NMF, `2,0.5-NMF, RWNMF and
GNMF have low time complexity but their clustering results
are not good enough. 3) RMNMF and NMFAN have promis-
ing performance but the running time is relatively high. 4) the
proposed RAGNMF can achieve the best results and also has
acceptable time complexity.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose two NMF-based methods,
i.e., robust weighted NMF (RWNMF) and robust adaptive
graph regularized NMF (RAGNMF). Most existing methods
of NMF usually suffer from two main problems. First, they
are not robust enough to handle with noises and outliers. Sec-
ond, for graph based NMFs, they do not fully exploit the local
structures by the fixed input graph. To cope with the above
problems, weighted Frobenius norm is presented to define the
reconstruction loss function of NMF, and then large noises

and outliers have very small influence to the reconstruction
results. Thus the robustness of NMF is improved signifi-
cantly. Then RWNMF is proposed with the idea. Besides,
metric learning is incorporated into NMF to learn a metric
matrix, which can be used to compute the more accurate dis-
tances between samples. The graph is then updated iteratively
with the new distances. Finally, an adaptive graph is learned
to better guide NMF. It is worth noting that the process also
can extra finish the task of feature selection. Then RAGNMF
is developed for data clustering by combining the RWNMF.
Two efficient and elegant optimization algorithms are also
presented to solve the proposed RWNMF and RAGNMF.
Extensive experiments on a synthetic dataset and eight pub-
lic benchmark datasets have demonstrated the robustness of
RWNMF and the superior clustering ability of RAGNMF,
respectively.
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